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Overview and Conventions

Missing data codes (these details are ignored in the initially available version of the data set):

- Don’t know (F2 key is pressed and -1 is entered in dataset)
- Not applicable (F3 key is pressed and -2 is entered in dataset)
- Refuse to answer (F4 key is pressed and -3 is entered in dataset)
- Legitimate skip (-4 is entered in dataset)
- Invalid entry (-9 in dataset; assigned upon validation check)

Sites: There were 60 interview sites (see “Sample Design” statement on the web site for strata, primary sampling units and population weights). The exact question wording for a few questions changed across these sites. These changes are indicated below.

Variable names: Here the variable names (e.g., HY04) are in caps to improve readability but in the data set they are lower case (e.g., hy04).

Line #s: All this was in a Foxpro computer program with line numbers that were used in skip patterns. Line #s precede variable names below.

Skip instructions: To give an example, the instruction “skip to JW05_413” notation implies “skip to line 413” in the computer program, which has the variable name “JW05.”

Indented items: Items indented below implies either a version of the item limited to certain sites or that this item was controlled by a skip pattern (usually immediately above the item) such that only a limited subset of people answered the item.

Recoded and dropped variables: Due to confidentiality concerns, zj15, zj08 and a22 were dropped from the public release dataset, and a07, a05, a09, zj16, zj17, a22 were recoded into broader categories or rounded. The recoded variable was named with the name of the original variable plus a letter “m” (i.e., a07m, a09m, zj16m, zj17m, a22m, and agegapm for recoded age gap between respondent and partner A). Whether the original variables will be released is to be decided upon further analysis.

Control of interview: the interviewer had control of the computer for questions zj04 to a33, and the respondent had control of the computer for questions a35 to jw08. Users should be aware of the possible increase of data entry errors when the respondent had control of the computer, especially when the cell size is very small.
Computer and Other Non-Interview Information

**R_ID**  
Respondent’s identification number (6 digits)  
- first two digits = site  
- middle 2 digits = interviewer  
- final 2 digits = the sequential id for persons interviewed by an interviewer at this site.

**SITE**  
Interview site (1-6, 17-70)  
[By-and-large, the 60 field sites were visited in the order listed. Note that starting with site 7, a value of 10 was added to each site number simply in order to insure that all sites occupied a 2-digit space in the computer entry routine. So, there are no sites 7-16.]

**REGION6**  
Geographic region  
1. Coastal South  
2. Coastal East  
3. Inlands  
4. North  
5. Northeast  
6. Central West

**PSU**  
Primary sampling unit. In order to adjust sampling errors, users should set this variable in your statistical routines – e.g., in the svy routines in STATA.

**STRATA**  
Sampling strata. In order to adjust sampling errors, analysts should set this variable in your statistical routines – e.g., in the svy routines in STATA.

**WEIGHT0X**  
Age adjusted population weight (produces number of adults age 20-64 in total population).
Section 1  Demographics for Respondent (ZJ – ziji, self)

# 5
ZJ05 You are
1. Male
2. Female

# 6
ZJ06 What is your current full age?  [full age = Western age reckoning]

__________
[If <20 or >64, repeat question. If same after repeat, skip to JW09_390 – i.e.,
move to exit at end of program.]

# 7  [Beware: all responses are only for “attended” a certain level of school.]
ZJ07 Your level of education is:
1. Never attended school
2. Elementary school
3. Junior high school
4. Senior high school / professional training school / vocational
   high school
5. Junior college
6. University / graduate school

# 8  [This variable was dropped from public release dataset due to confidentiality
   concerns.]
ZJ08 What kind of work does your father do? (If retired or deceased, please refer to
his main work in the past.)
1. Agricultural producer [farmer]
2. Manual worker
3. Sales, service, entertainment industry worker
4. Self-employed, independent worker [ <8 workers, geti hu, geti
   laodong zhe]
5. Clerical worker, low-rank bureaucrat, office worker
6. Technical worker, teacher, intellectual [i.e., professional /
   technical worker]
7. Manager, factory director, business-owner
8. Government official (including rural officials)
9. Other occupation

# 10
ZJ10 Where were you born?
1. This village / (urban) neighborhood
2. This county / county-level city / (urban) district
3. This city / prefecture
4. This province / municipality / autonomous region
5. Another province / municipality / autonomous region

[If 5 then continue, otherwise skip to ZJ12_12]

# 11
ZJ11 In which province / municipality / autonomous region were you born?
1. Heilongjiang, Jilin, Liaoning, Nei Mongol
2. Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei
3. Shanxi, Henan, Shandong, Shaanxi
4. Shanghai, Zhejiang, Jiangxi
5. Anhui, Hubei, Jiangxi, Hunan
6. Chongqing, Sichuan
7. Guangdong, Hainan, Fujian
8. Guangxi, Guizhou, Yunnan
9. Ningxia, Gansu, Xinjiang, Qinghai, Tibet

# 12
ZJ12 When you were 14 years old, you lived in a:
1. Rural: village
2. Rural: town / township [zhen / xiang]
3. County-seat, county-level city
4. City above county-level

# 13  [This version was used in sites 17-21, 26-70]
ZJ13 Is your permanent household registration in this neighborhood committee?
1. In [urban] neighborhood committee, in this village
2. In this city, in this county
3. In the countryside outside this city
4. In other place within this province
5. Outside this province

[If 1, skip to ZJ19_19]

# 13A  [This version was used in sites 1-6, 22-25]
ZJ13A Is your permanent household registration in this neighborhood?
1. Yes
2. No

[If 1, skip to ZJ19_19]
How long have you lived in [your] current neighborhood / village?
1. Less than 3 months
2. Less than 6 months
3. Less than a year
4. Less than 5 years
5. More than 5 years

How long have you lived here at this location?
1. Less than 3 months
2. Less than 6 months
3. Less than a year
4. Less than 5 years
5. More than 5 years

Are you currently working? (Anything you did that brought in income is considered as a job, even if you worked only for one day.)
1. Never worked during lifetime
2. Worked before, but have no job now
3. Retired and have no temporary job
4. Working as a temp [linshi xing gongzuo]
5. Have a full-time job, or working on a farm

What type of work unit are you in? (If not currently working, please tell us about your previous work unit.)
1. Government / party / military organization
2. State-owned, state-run, or urban collective enterprise
3. Rural enterprise, or rural work unit
4. Private enterprise, self-employment [saying, geti]
5. Foreign / joint venture
6. Other

Over the past 12 months, approximately how much was your personal income per month?
__________________ yuan

Over the past 12 months, approximately how much was your annual household income?
__________________ yuan
# 18 [see entry conditions above; if doesn’t give specific income]
**ZJ18** Then, please estimate your average monthly income in the past 12 months.
1. 0
2. Less than 100 yuan
3. 100 - 299 yuan
4. 300 - 599 yuan
5. 600 - 999 yuan
6. 1,000 - 1,999 yuan
7. 2,000 yuan or more
[All answers, continue to ZJ22_022]

# 22
**ZJ22** During the past 12 months, regardless of reason, how many days did you leave home and travel on your own? (Only overnight stays count; night shifts or staying overnight at relatives’ place do not count.)
1. Never, or less than a week
2. Less than a month
3. Less than 3 months
4. Less than 6 months
5. More than 6 months

# 23
**ZJ23** During the past 12 months, how often did you participate in social activities after work? (Excluding activities with family or relatives.)
1. On average 2 - 3 times a week or more
2. On average once a week
3. On average 2 - 3 times a month
4. On average once a month or less
5. Never

# 24
**JK01** Generally speaking, you consider the condition of your health to be:
1. Excellent
2. Good
3. Fair
4. Not good
5. Poor

# 25
**JK02** What is your height in centimeters?
__________ cm [Maximum: 3-digit number]
[If <140 or >200, repeat question. If same after repeat, go to next question]

# 26
**JK03** What is your weight in catties?
__________ catties [1 kg=2catties]
[If <60 or >250, repeat question. If mistake is repeated, go to next question]

# 27
**JK04** Do you want to lose weight? (regardless of whether you can do it or not)
1. Very much
2. Somewhat
3. No

# 28
**JK05** In your opinion, are you attractive in the eyes of the opposite sex?
1. Very much
2. Somewhat
3. Not much
4. Not at all

# 29
**JK06** In the past 12 months, on average, how many cigarettes did you smoke per day?
1. Never or almost never smoked
2. Less than 10 a day
3. 10 to 19 a day
4. A pack or more a day
# 30
**JK07** In the past 12 months, how often did you drink alcohol? (Drinking means more than two glasses of liquor, one bottle of beer, or half a bottle of wine or yellow rice wine.)

1. Everyday / once every two days or more often
2. Every 3 to 7 days
3. Every 8 to 30 days
4. Over 30 days
5. Drank alcohol but did not reach the volume specified above
6. Never drank

[If 6, F2, F3, F4, skip to JK09_32]

# 31
**JK08** In the past 12 months, have you ever drunk too much?

1. Always
2. Sometimes
3. Rarely
4. Never

# 32 [Ask only if ZJ06>40 years old]
**JK09** Do you have diabetes?

1. Yes
2. No

# 33 [Ask only if ZJ06>40 years old]
**JK10** Do you have high blood pressure?

1. Yes
2. No

[If 2, F2, F3, F4, skip to JK12_35]

# 34 [Ask only if ZJ06>40 years old]
**JK11** In the past 12 months, have you been taking medication to treat high blood pressure?

1. Yes
2. No

# 35
**JK12** In the past 12 months, did you take any antibiotic?

1. Yes
2. No

[If 2, F2, F3, F4, skip to JK14_37]

# 36
**JK13** When was the last time you took an antibiotic?

1. Within a week
2. Within a month
3. More than a month ago

# 37 [Ask only if ZJ05=2 (female) and ZJ06 (age) <45]
**JK14** Are you currently pregnant?

1. Yes
2. No

# 38 [Ask only if ZJ05=2 (female) and ZJ06 (age)>40]
**JK15** Did you menstruate in the past 12 months?

1. No
2. Yes (even just once)

# 39
**JK16** In the past 3 months, did you sleep well or poorly at night?

1. Usually slept well
2. Sometimes slept well
3. Always slept poorly

# 40
**JK17** In the past 3 months, did you or not often feel depressed or bored?

1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Never

# 41
**JK18** In the past 3 months, have you felt fatigued for reasons unknown to you? That is to say, the cause of the fatigue was not due to work, activities or entertainment.

1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Never

# 42
**JK19** In the past 3 months, have you felt more irritable than before?

1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Never
Section 3  Attitudes toward Marriage and Sex (JB -- jiaoben)

# 44  [Informational display screen generating no variable.]

JB01 Below we are going to ask your opinions on some issues related to marriage and sex. We want to know whether you agree with the following statements.

# 45

JB02 Some say that a wife should be responsible for the family and domestic tasks while a husband should focus on career and matters outside home (so-called, “men focus on the outside, women focus on the inside”). Do you agree?

1. Completely agree
2. Somewhat agree
3. Somewhat disagree
4. Completely disagree

# 46

JB03 In your opinion, do men enjoy higher social status or do women enjoy higher social status in China today?

1. Men enjoy higher social status
2. More or less the same
3. Women enjoy higher social status

# 47  [This version was used in sites 17-21, 26-70]

JB04 Nowadays in our society, some couples have sex when they are dating, and they eventually get married. Is this a moral issue? What is your opinion?

1. Definitely not
2. Mostly not
3. Perhaps yes
4. Definitely yes

# 47A  [This version was used in sites 1-6, 22-25]

JB04A Some say that as long as two people eventually get married, it doesn’t matter whether they have sex before they marry. Do you agree?

1. Completely agree
2. Somewhat agree
3. Somewhat disagree
4. Completely disagree
Some say that it is OK to have sex with someone other than your spouse after marriage. Do you agree?
1. Completely agree
2. Somewhat agree
3. Somewhat disagree
4. Completely disagree

Some say that one can have sex just for pleasure with someone whom he or she is not in love with. Do you agree?
1. Completely agree
2. Somewhat agree
3. Somewhat disagree
4. Completely disagree

There is an old saying in Chinese: “Too much sex damages one’s health”. It means that if the frequency of sexual intercourse for a man is high, and he does not control it, his health is going to deteriorate. Do you think that men become weakened if they have too much sex?
1. Definitely yes
2. Perhaps yes
3. Unlikely
4. Definitely not

Some say that in sex life, the husband has the duty and responsibility to help his wife obtain pleasure in sex. Do you think that a husband has this responsibility?
1. Definitely has
2. Might have
3. May not have
4. Definitely does not have

Some say that if the wife has some requests in their sex life, the husband has the duty and responsibility to meet these requests and help his wife obtain pleasure in sex. Do you agree?
1. Completely agree
2. Somewhat agree
3. Somewhat disagree
4. Completely disagree

Nowadays in our society, some married people have sex with those other than their spouse (extramarital affair, third party). Do you think that each such case should be treated individually or that these people should all be punished?
1. Definitely should be treated individually
2. Maybe should be treated individually
3. Maybe should all be punished
4. Definitely should all be punished

Some say that usually those who are married but have sex with other people (extramarital affair, third party) did it with a reason. One should not advocate general punishment for this group of people, but should be treated individually. Do you agree?
1. Completely agree
2. Somewhat agree
3. Somewhat disagree
4. Completely disagree

Some say that women should enjoy the pleasure of sex as much as men. Do you agree?
1. Agree
2. Disagree

Does it hurt a woman’s health if a man has sex with her during her menstruation?
1. Yes, it does
2. No, it doesn’t

Some say that in sex life, men should be proactive and take the lead while women should be cooperative and acquiescent. What is your opinion?
1. Women should also be proactive
2. Women should not be proactive
JB12A Some say that men should be proactive and take the lead while women should be cooperative and acquiescent during sexual intercourse. Do you agree?
1. Agree
2. Disagree

JB13 For those who have contracted STDs (excluding AIDS), what do you think are the chances for them to fully recover?
1. Don’t know the term “STD” or “AIDS”
2. None can fully recover
3. A few can fully recover
4. Most can fully recover
5. All can fully recover
6. Don’t know

[If 1, skip to HY01_65]

JB13A For those who have contracted STDs (excluding AIDS), what do you think are the chances for them to fully recover?
1. None can fully recover
2. A few can fully recover
3. Most can fully recover
4. All can fully recover
5. Don’t know
6. Don’t know the term “STD” or “AIDS”

[If 6, skip to HY01_65]

JB14 Some say that one can tell whether a person has contracted STDs by examining the external appearance of his or her genitals. Do you agree?
1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know

JB15 Some say that as long as one uses condom properly, a person can avoid contracting STDs. Do you agree?
1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know
Section 4 Marital Status (HY -- hunyin)

# 65 HY01 What kind of place do you live in? Who do you live together with at this location?
1. Dormitory, shared rental unit, work site, etc.
2. Living alone
3. At parents’ or child(ren)’s home
4. At parents-in-law’s home
5. Own home (with spouse and child only)
6. With spouse, child, and other relatives
7. Other
[If 2, skip to HY04_68]

# 67 [If HY01<3, skip this question] HY03 In addition to you yourself, how many people living here are within the age range of 20 to 64 (If no one, press 0)?

# 68 HY04 Currently, your marital status is:
1. Never married nor cohabited
2. Married for the first time
3. Remarried
4. Cohabiting, haven’t gotten a marriage certificate
5. Divorced
6. Widowed
[If 1,5,6, go to HY05_69. If 2,3,4, skip to A02_74. If F2, F3, F4, skip to FL01_160]

# 69 [Informational display that generates no variable] HY05 Because we want to keep all information confidential, we are instructed to let you answer the following questions by yourself. This way, it is impossible for other people to know your answers. [i.e., typically the interviewer controlled the computer to this point. Except for respondents who needed extra help (see dc11), the respondent controlled the computer after this point.]

# 70 HY06 Up till now, have you ever had sex with anyone (including having had sex with a person only once)?
1. Yes
2. No
[If 1, go to HY07_71. If 2, skip to KN03_260. If F2, F3, F4, skip to FL01_160]

# 71 HY07 Do you currently have a sexual relationship with someone (including any kind of sex partner)?
1. Yes
2. No
[If 1, go to HY08_72. If 2, skip to FL02_161. If F2, F3, F4, skip to FL01_160]

# 72 HY08 How many people do you have a sexual relationship with that lasted for more than six months and that is still continuing?
[If 0, F2, F3, F4, skip to FL02_161. If 1, skip to A02_74. If >1, skip to HY09_168]

# 168 [Informational display that generates no variable in data set] HY09 You said that there is more than one person with whom you currently maintain a sexual relationship that lasted for more than six months. In the following section, please discuss the one person with whom you had the most intimate relationship.
Section 5  Current Spouse / Sex Partner (A)

# 74  [95% of these are a spouse]
A02  The following questions are about your current partner (spouse or your current sex partner). Is this a man or a woman?
1. Man
2. Woman

# 75  [This version was used in sites 17-21, 26-70]  [Ask only if A02=1 (male partner)]
A03  Please indicate what you call this person with whom you have sex. Which of the following is the most appropriate way to address him?  [The program substitutes the chosen term for “partner” in all section A questions that follow.]
1. Husband (zhangfu)
2. Hubby (laogong)
3. My man (nanren)
4. Fiancé (weihun fu)
5. Boyfriend (nan pengyou)
6. Secret lover (qingren)
7. Lover (lianren)
8. Date (duixiang)
9. Old man (laotouzi)

[If F2, F3, F4, skip to KN01_258]

# 75A  [This version was used in sites 1-6, 22-25]  [Ask only if A02=1]
A03A  Please indicate what you call this person with whom you have sex. Which of the following is the most appropriate way to address him?
[The program substitutes the chosen term for “partner” in all section A questions that follow.]
1. Husband (zhangfu)
2. Hubby (laogong)
3. My man (nanren)
4. Fiancé (weihun fu)
5. Boyfriend (nan pengyou)
6. Secret lover (qingren)
7. Lover (lianren)
8. Date (duixiang)
9. Old man (laotouzi)

[If F2, F3, F4, skip to KN01_258]

# 76  [This version was used in sites 17-21, 26-70]  [Ask only if A01=2 (female partner)]
A04  Please indicate what you call this person with whom you have sex. Which of the following is the most appropriate way to address her?  [The program substitutes the chosen term for “partner” in all section A questions that follow.]
1. Wife (qizi)
2. Wife (laopo)
3. My woman (nûren)
4. Fiancée (weihun qi)
5. Girlfriend (nü pengyou)
6. Secret lover (qingren)
7. Lover (lianren)
8. Date (duixiang)
9. Wife (xifu)

[If F2, F3, F4, skip to KN01_258]

# 76A  [This version was used in sites 1-6, 22-25]  [Ask only if A01=2]
A04A  Please indicate what you call this person with whom you have sex. Which of the following is the most appropriate way to address her?  [The program substitutes the chosen term for “partner” in all section A questions that follow.]
1. Wife (qizi)
2. Wife (laopo)
3. My woman (nûren)
4. Fiancée (weihun qi)
5. Girlfriend (nü pengyou)
6. Date (duixiang)
7. Lover (lianren)
8. Secret lover (qingren)
9. Wife (airen)

[If F2, F3, F4, skip to KN01_258]

# 77  [This variable was dropped due to confidentiality concerns. See agegapm for constructed age gap between R and A.]
A05  What is the current full [Western] age of your partner? (estimate acceptable)

[If <14 or >80, repeat question. If same after repeat, go to next question]
# 77M
**AGEGAPM** Age gap between respondent and partner A (R’s age – A’s age).
-44. Legitimate skip
-15. R >=15 years younger than A
-10. R 10 - 14 years younger than A
-9 - 9. Age gap values
10. R 10 - 14 years older than A
15.  R >=15 years older than A

# 78  [Ask only if HY04=1 or HY04>3 (never married, cohab, divorced, widowed)]
A06 Your partner’s current relationship with you is:
1. Wed, but as yet without marriage certificate
2. Engaged
3. Lover, dating
4. Other
[All answers, skip to A08_80]

# 79  [This variable was dropped from public release dataset due to confidentiality concerns. See A07M for a categorized version.]
A07 How old were you (in full years) when you got married with your current partner? If you remarried, please refer to your latest marriage.
[If <14 or >ZJ06 (own age), repeat question. If same after repeat, go to next question]

# 79M  [If HY04=1 or HY04=3 or (A03>3 and A03<9) or ZJ05=A02 (homosexual), skip to A08_80]
A07M How old were you (in full years) when you got married with your current partner? If you remarried, please refer to your latest marriage.
1. Under 20
2. 20 - 24
3. 25 - 29
4. 30 - 34
5. 35 - 39
6. 40 - 44
7. 45 - 49
8. 50 - 59
9. 60 and over

# 80  [Ask only if HY01=3, 4, or 6]
A08 Besides your spouse / partner and child, who else is living with you?
1. Only my parents / relatives
2. Only my spouse’s parents / relatives
3. Parents / relatives of both sides

# 81  [This variable was dropped from public release dataset due to confidentiality concerns. See A09M for a categorized version.]
[Ask only if HY04 is not 1, or (if HY04=1 and HY06=1)]
A09 How old (in full years) is your youngest child now (enter 0 if child is younger than one year old, and 99 if you don’t have a child)?
[If <99 and > (ZJ06-10), repeat question. If same after repeat, go to next question. If 99, skip to A11_83]

# 81M  [Ask only if HY04 is not 1, or (if HY04=1 and HY06=1)]
A09M How old (in full years) is your youngest child now (enter 0 if child is younger than one year old, and 99 if you don’t have a child)?
1. Under 3
2. 3 - 6
3. 7 - 12
4. 13 - 18
5. 19 and over
6. No children
[If <99 and > (ZJ06-10), repeat question. If same after repeat, go to next question. If 99, skip to A11_83]

# 82  [Ask only if HY04 is not 1, or (if HY04=1 and HY06=1)]
A10 In the past 12 months, how often did a child sleep on the same bed with you (regardless of age)?
1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Never

# 83
A11 In the past 12 months, how long did you and your partner live together?
1. Always
2. More than 6 months
3. Less than 6 months
4. Never
[If 4, F2, F3, F4, skip to A14_86]
# 84 [Ask only if HY04=2, 3, or 4 and A11<4]
A12 At home, how often do you and your partner sleep on the same bed?
   1. Always
   2. Often
   3. Sometimes
   4. Rarely
   5. Never

# 85 [Ask only if A11<4]
A13 How seriously do your living conditions affect your sex life?
   1. A lot
   2. Not much
   3. No interference

# 86 Your partner’s height is (estimates acceptable):
   _______ centimeters
   [If <140 or >200, repeat question. If same after repeat, go to next question]

# 87 Your partner’s weight is (estimates acceptable):
   _______ catties [1 catty = 0.5 kgs.]
   [If <60 or >250, repeat question. If same after repeat, go to next question]

# 88 [Ask only if ZJ05 not equal A02 (i.e., heterosexual)]
A16 Compared with people of the same age, how attractive is your partner in the
eyes of the opposite sex?
   1. Very much
   2. Somewhat
   3. Not much
   4. Not at all

# 89 When age 14, your partner lived in a:
   1. Rural: village
   2. Rural: town / rural township [xiang]
   3. County seat, county-level city
   4. City above county-level

# 90 Are you and your partner from the same native place?
   1. Same village / (city) neighborhood
   2. Same county / county-level city / city district
   3. Same city / (administrative) district
   4. Same province / municipality / autonomous region
   5. Other province / municipality / autonomous region

# 91 Which province / municipality / autonomous region?
   1. Heilongjiang, Jilin, Liaoning, Nei Mongol
   2. Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei
   3. Shanxi, Henan, Shandong, Shaanxi
   4. Shanghai, Zhejiang, Jiangxi
   5. Anhui, Hubei, Jiangxi, Hunan
   6. Chongqing, Sichuan
   7. Guangdong, Hainan, Fujian
   8. Guangxi, Guizhou, Yunnan
   9. Ningxia, Gansu, Xinjiang, Qinghai, Tibet

# 92 When you two first met, did you speak with the same accent (kouyin)? (Even ifonly slightly different, count it as different.) [i.e., can include both differences in
dialect and regional differences within dialect]
   1. Same
   2. Different

# 93 [Beware: below, all responses after the 1st were preceded by “attended,” thus some
will have failed to graduate from the level.]
A21 Your partner’s level of education is:
   1. Never attended school
   2. Elementary school
   3. Junior high school
   4. Senior high school / professional training school / vocational high school
   5. Junior college
   6. University / graduate school
In the past one month, has your partner been working? (Anything he / she did that brought in income is considered as a job even if he / she worked only for one day.)
1. Never worked in lifetime
2. Worked before, but have no job now
3. Retired and have no temporary job
4. Working as a temp (linshi xing gongzuo)
5. Has a full-time job, or working on the farm
[If 1, F2, F3, F4, skip to A22_94]

Currently, what kind of work does your partner do? (If currently not working, please state your partner’s previous job.)
1. Agricultural producer [farmer]
2. Manual worker
3. Sales, service, entertainment industry worker
4. Self-employed, independent worker (geti hu/laodong zhe, < 8 workers)
5. Clerical worker, low-rank bureaucrat, office worker
6. Technical worker, teacher, intellectual (i.e., professional/technical worker)
7. Manager, factory director, business-owner
8. Government official (including village official)
9. Other occupation

In the past 12 months, what was the average monthly income of your partner?
[If F2, go to A23_95. Other answers, skip to A26_98]

In the past 12 months, what was the average monthly income of your partner?
[If asked ZJ17 or ZJ16=F3, skip to A26_98]

Then, please give an estimate of your partner’s average monthly income.
1. 0
2. Less than 100 yuan
3. 100 - 200 yuan-
4. 201 - 400 yuan
5. 401 - 600 yuan
6. 601 - 800 yuan
7. 801 - 999 yuan
8. 1,000 - 2,000 yuan
9. More than 2,000 yuan

In the past 12 months, how often did your partner participate in social activities after work (not including activities with family or relatives)?
1. 2 - 3 times a week or more
2. Once a week
3. 2 - 3 times a month
4. Once a month or less
5. Never

In the past 12 months, regardless of reason, how many days altogether did your partner leave home by himself/herself? (Count only days stayed away overnight)
1. Never, or less than a week
2. Less than a month
3. Less than 3 months
4. Less than 6 months
5. More than 6 months
# 100 [This variable was dropped from public release dataset due to confidentiality concerns.]
A28 What kind of work does your partner’s father do? (If retired or deceased, please state his previous job.)
   1. Agricultural producer [farmer]
   2. Manual worker
   3. Sales, service, entertainment industry worker
   4. Self-employed, independent worker [geti hu/laodong zhe, < 8 workers]
   5. Clerical worker, low-rank bureaucrat, office worker
   6. Technical worker, teacher, intellectual [professional/technical worker]
   7. Manager, factory director, business-owner
   8. Government official (including village official)
   9. Other occupation

# 101
A29 When you got married (or began to live together) with your partner, whose family had relatively better [material] conditions (was better off)?
   1. His / Her family
   2. My family
   3. Both about the same

# 102 [Ask only if A11<4]
A30 If you and your partner had a serious conflict, would your parents offer you support and help?
   1. Definitely
   2. Perhaps
   3. No

# 103 [Ask only if A11<4]
A31 If you and your partner had a serious conflict, would the parents of your partner offer him / her support and help?
   1. Definitely
   2. Perhaps
   3. No

# 104 [Ask only if HY04=2, 3, or 4 and A11<4]
A32 Does your partner spend more time on chores than you do?
   1. Much more than me
   2. A bit more than me
   3. Both about the same
   4. A bit less than me
   5. Much less than me

# 105 [Ask only if A02=2 and A05>40 years old and A11<4]
A33 In the past 12 months, has your partner menstruated?
   1. No
   2. Yes

# 106 [Informational display that generates no variable in data set]
A34 Because we want to keep all information confidential, we are instructed to let you answer the following questions by yourself. This way, it is impossible for other people to know your answers. [i.e., for people who had a steady partner / spouse (partner A), the interviewer passed control of the computer to the respondent for the rest of the interviewer at this point. For respondents who continued to need help with the computer, see the variable dc11.]

# 107
A35 When you and your current partner began having sex, how old were you (in full years)? (Please press two numbers in succession.)
   ________
   [If <12 or >ZJ06 (own age), repeat question. If same after repeat, go to next question]

# 108
A36 When the relationship first began, who introduced you to your partner?
   1. No one; we knew each other since we were young
   2. Family member(s) / relative(s)
   3. Friend(s) / colleague(s) / acquaintance(s)
   4. Marriage agency
   5. Private matchmaker
   6. Other

# 109 [This version was used in sites 17-21, 26-70]
A37 When the relationship began, where did you first meet your partner?
   1. School
   2. Work unit
   3. Public / social place [entertainment venue]
   4. Other
# 109A [This version was used in sites 1-6, 22-25]
**A37A** When the relationship began, where did you first meet your partner?
1. School
2. Work unit
3. Public / social place [entertainment venue]
4. Home of friend, coworker, acquaintance, relative
5. My home / partner’s home
6. Appointment place
7. Same community
8. Other

# 110
**A38** How long had you and your partner known each other before you began having sex?
1. Two days or less
2. More than two days but less than one month
3. More than one month but less than one year
4. One year or more

# 111 [Ask only if ZJ05 not equal A02 (heterosexual)]
**A39** When you had sex with your partner for the first time, what kind of relationship were you and your partner in?
1. Just met
2. Courting / dating
3. Wed but not yet received a marriage certificate
4. Received a marriage certificate

# 112
**A40** When you had sex with your partner for the first time, were you willing?
[literally, “was it something you wanted?”]
1. Completely willing
2. Somewhat willing
3. Somewhat unwilling
4. Completely unwilling

# 113
**A41** Does your partner take good and sufficient care of you in daily life?
1. Enough
2. Not enough
3. Very insufficient
4. None

# 114 [Ask only if A11<4]
**A42** In the past 12 months, other than during sex, how often did you and your partner have intimate contact (including kissing, embracing, and caressing)?
1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Rarely
4. Never

# 115
**A43** Currently, your affection / love for your partner is:
1. Very deep
2. Fairly deep
3. Not too deep
4. No affection any more

# 116
**A44** Currently, your partner’s affection / love for you is:
1. Very deep
2. Fairly deep
3. Not too deep
4. No affection any more

# 117
**A45** Right now, who loves the other more, you or your partner?
1. I love my partner more
2. My partner loves me more
3. More or less the same
4. We no longer love each other

# 118
**A46** Have you ever felt insecure, “swallowing vinegar” [green eyed], or even jealous about your partner?
1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Rarely
4. Never

# 119
**A47** Has your partner ever felt insecure, “swallowing vinegar” [green eyed], or even jealous about you?
1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Rarely
4. Never
Section 6  Sex Life with Current Spouse / Sex Partner (AX)

# 123  AX01  Has your partner ever hit you and when did that happen (not including in a joking or playful way)?
1. Yes, in the past 12 months
2. Yes, over 12 months ago
3. No, my partner has never hit me
   [If 3, F2, F3, F4, skip to A50_122]

# 126  AX04  Generally speaking, do you consider the frequency of sexual intercourse with your current partner too much or too little?
1. Too much [excessive, duo le]
2. Too little [insufficient, shao le]
3. Just right [zheng hao]

# 127  AX05  Some people do not want to have sex themselves, but they do it to satisfy their partner. In the past 12 months, how often did this situation occur to you?
1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Rarely
4. Never

# 121  A49  Has your partner ever hit you hard (bruised, swelling, bleeding, pain)?
1. Yes
2. No

# 128  A50  Has your partner ever hit you and when did that happen (not including in a joking or playful way)?
1. Yes, over 12 months ago
2. Yes, in the past 12 months
3. No, I have never hit my partner
# 128
**AX06** Some people hug, kiss and caress their partner a lot before they have sexual intercourse. How did your partner do in this respect?
1. Enough
2. Not enough
3. None

# 129
**AX07** In general, do you consider the duration of your sex intercourse too long or too short?
1. Too long
2. Too short
3. Just right

# 130
**AX08** Does having sex with your current partner make you feel physically satisfied?
1. Very satisfied
2. Somewhat satisfied
3. Not very satisfied
4. Not satisfied at all

# 131
**AX09** Does having sex with your current partner make you feel emotionally satisfied?
1. Very satisfied
2. Somewhat satisfied
3. Not very satisfied
4. Not satisfied at all

# 132
**AX10** When having sex with your current partner, have you ever had a feeling of shame?
1. Yes, often
2. Yes, sometimes
3. No, never

# 133
**AX11** When having sex with your current partner, do you often feel thrilled?
1. Yes, often
2. Yes, sometimes
3. No, never

# 134
**AX12** Some people feel dirty about their partner’s genital, secretion, semen, menstrual blood etc. Have you ever felt dirty of these things?
1. Yes, often
2. Yes, sometimes
3. No, never

# 135
**AX13** Some people imagine having sex with someone else when they have sex with their partner. In the past 12 months, did the same situation occur to you?
1. Yes, often
2. Yes, sometimes
3. No, never

# 136
**AX14** Usually, a male reaches orgasm when he ejaculates, and at the same time feels extremely excited (Ejaculation is when sperm shoots or flows out). Prior to reading the above definition, did you know this meaning of orgasm?
1. Knew all
2. Knew a bit
3. Knew none

# 137
**AX15** Female orgasm can be observed when there is: (1) uncontrolled vaginal contractions or muscle contractions of other parts of the body; or (2) strong feelings of pleasure and excitement. Either (1) or (2) can be regarded as “female orgasm.” Prior to reading the above definition, did you know this meaning of orgasm?
1. Knew all
2. Knew a bit
3. Knew none
When having sex with your current partner, how often did you have orgasm?
1. Always
2. Often
3. Sometimes
4. Rarely
5. Never

Some people, in order to satisfy their partners, fake having orgasm during sexual intercourse. In the past 12 months, have you ever done it?
1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Rarely
4. Never

In the past 12 months, when having sex with your current partner, how often did he/she experience orgasm?
1. I don’t know
2. Never
3. Rarely
4. Sometimes
5. Often
6. Always

In the past 12 months, have you ever used a condom when having sex with your current partner?
1. Always
2. Often
3. Rarely
4. Never

In the past 12 months, did you often caress your partner’s nipples during sexual intercourse?
1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Never

In the past 12 months, did you often caress your partner’s nipples during sexual intercourse?
1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Never

In the past 12 months, did you often caress your partner’s genitals during sexual intercourse?
1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Never

In the past 12 months, did you often caress your partner’s genitals during sexual intercourse?
1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Never

When having sexual intercourse, many people use the position of “Man beneath, woman on top.” In the past 12 months, did you often do this with your partner during sexual intercourse?
1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Never

When having sexual intercourse, many people use the position of “Man behind, woman in front.” The male inserts his penis into her vagina from behind. In the past 12 months, did you often do this with your partner?
1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Never
# 149
AX27 When having sexual intercourse, many people stimulate their partner’s genitals with mouth or tongue. In the past 12 months, did you often do this to your partner?
   1. Often
   2. Sometimes
   3. Never

# 150
AX28 When having sexual intercourse, many people have their genitals stimulated by their partner’s mouth or tongue. In the past 12 months, did your partner often do this to you?
   1. Often
   2. Sometimes
   3. Never

# 151 [If ZJ05=2 and A02=2, skip this question]
AX29 Many people have sexual intercourse by putting a man’s penis inside his partner’s anus. In the past 12 months, have you ever done this during sex with your partner?
   1. Yes
   2. No

# 152
AX30 Some people insist that their partner do certain things or adopt certain styles in sex that their partner does not like. In the past 12 months, did your partner often ask you to do things that you did not like to do during sexual intercourse?
   1. Often
   2. Sometimes
   3. Never

# 153
AX31 In the past 12 months, did your partner know how to please and satisfy you during sexual intercourse?
   1. Knew all
   2. Knew some
   3. Knew little
   4. Knew none
   [All answers, skip to AX33_155]

# 154 [used in sites 1-40, for people with no sex during year]
AX32 Generally speaking, do you consider the frequency of sexual intercourse with your current partner too much or too little?
   1. Too much [excessive, duo le]
   2. Just right [zheng hao]
   3. Too little [insufficient, shao le]

# 155 [If (ZJ05=2 and ZJ06>40) or (A02=2 and A05>40) or ZJ05=A02 (homosexual), skip to AX36_158]
AX33 When was the last time you had an abortion?
   1. Within one year
   2. Within two years
   3. More than two years ago
   4. Never had an abortion

# 157 [If ZJ05=2 (female) and ZJ06>40, or ZJ05=A02 (homosexual), or AX01=5, skip to AX36_158] [IN DATA SET BOTH MEN & WOMEN ANSWERED THIS QUESTION]
AX35 Some women do not want to have sex because they don’t want to become pregnant. Did the same situation ever occur to you in the past 12 months?
   1. Yes
   2. No

# 158
AX36 Throughout the sexual relationship with your current partner, have you ever had sex with other people (even if it happened just once)?
   1. Yes
   2. No

# 159
AX37 Throughout the sexual relationship with your present partner, has your partner ever had sex with other people (even if it happened just once)?
   1. Yes, definitely
   2. Perhaps, but I don’t know for sure
   3. No, definitely

# 412 [Repositioned informational display item]
AEND You have just discussed with us information about your current sex partner. Please continue to answer other questions with the computer.
Section 7  Sex Partners (FL)

# 161   [If asked B01, B02 or B07, skip to KN01_258]
FL02   Among the people with whom you had sex, how many of them had sexual relationships with you for more than one month? (Please include all people, including those you have divorced, separated or those deceased.)
[If >1, skip to FL04_163. If 0, F2, F3, F4, skip to FL05_164]

# 162  
FL03   Is (was) the person a man or a woman?
   1. Man
   2. Woman
[If 1, skip to B1_406 (Introduction to Section B), then B01_169. If 2, skip to B2_407 (Introduction to Section B), then B02_170. If F2, F3, F4, go to FL05_164]

# 163  
FL04   Among the people with whom you had sex, who was the one with whom you began to have sex most recently? Was the person a man or a woman?
   1. Man
   2. Woman
[If 1, skip to B1_406 (Introduction to Section B), then B01_169. If 2, skip to B2_407 (Introduction to Section B), then B02_170. If F2, F3, F4, go to FL05_164]

Section 8  Other Long Term Partner (B)

# 406   [Repositioned informational item]
B1    Below we are going to ask about the person, other than your current spouse / partner, with whom you had sex for more than a month.
[All answers, go to B01_169]

# 407   [Repositioned informational item]
B2    Below we are going to ask about the person, other than your current spouse / partner, with whom you had sex for more than a month.
[All answers, go to B02_170]

# 169  [Ask only if FL03=1 or FL04=1]
B01   Please pick a title for this man. Which of the following terms do you think is most appropriate for you to address this person?
       1. Ex-husband (qianfu)
       2. Fiancé (weihun fu)
       3. Boyfriend (nan pengyou)
       4. Date (duixiang)
       5. Lover (lianren)
       6. Secret lover (qingren)
       7. My man (nanren)
       8. Spouse (airen)
       9. Customer (guke) [implies respondent is a commercial sex worker and this was her client]
[If 9, skip to C06_218. If >0 and <9, go to B03_171]

# 170  [Ask only if FL03=2 or FL04=2]
B02   Please pick a title for this woman. Which of the following terms do you think is most appropriate for you to address this person?
       1. Ex-wife (qianqi)
       2. Fiancée (weihun qi)
       3. Girlfriend (nü pengyou)
       4. Date (duixiang)
       5. Lover (lianren)
       6. Secret lover (qingren)
       7. My women (nüren)
       8. Spouse (airen)
       9. PR (Public Relations) girl (xiaojie) [literally, “miss,” which implies “commercial sex worker”]
[If 9, skip to C06_218. If >0 and <9, go to B03_171]
# 171 [If ZJ05=FL04 (homosexual), skip to B04_172]
**B03** Did you marry this partner?
1. Yes
2. No

# 172
**B04** Do you still have sex with this partner now?
1. Yes
2. No
[If 1, F2, F3, F4, skip to B07_175]

# 173
**B05** At the time you stop having sex with this partner, how old were you (in full years)? [“full” = Western age reckoning]

[If <12 or >ZJ06 (own age), repeat question. If same after repeat, go to next question]

# 174
**B06** Why did you end your sexual relationship with this partner? What was the main reason?
1. He / She passed away
2. Divorce
3. Separation
4. We broke up
5. Other reason(s)

# 175
**B07** How old (in full year) is this partner by now? If you are not sure, please give an estimate.

[If <14 or >=80, repeat question. If same after repeat, go to next question]

# 176
**B08** Is this partner a native of your hometown (place of origin)?
1. Same village / street in the city [street=neighborhood]
2. Same county / county-level city / urban district
3. Same city / district
4. Same province / municipality / autonomous region
5. Other province / municipality / autonomous region
[If 1,2,3,4, skip to B10_178]

# 177
**B09** Which province / municipality / autonomous region?
1. Heilongjiang, Jilin, Liaoning, Nei Mongol
2. Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei
3. Shanxi, Henan, Shandong, Shaanxi
4. Shanghai, Zhejiang, Jiangxi
5. Anhui, Hubei, Jiangxi, Hunan
6. Chongqing, Sichuan
7. Guangdong, Hainan, Fujian
8. Guangxi, Guizhou, Yunnan
9. Ningxia, Gansu, Xinjiang, Qinghai, Tibet

# 178
**B10** When you two first met, was his / her spoken accent the same as yours (even if slightly different counted as different)? [Both dialect and regional accent differences counted.]
1. Same
2. Different

# 179 [Below, all levels are for “attended” even if did not graduate]
**B11** Your lover’s level of education is:
1. Never attended school
2. Elementary school
3. Junior high school
4. Senior high school / professional training school / vocational high school
5. Junior college
6. University / graduate school

# 180
**B12** At the time you were with your partner, was he / she working? (Anything he / she did that brought in income is considered as a job even if he / she worked only for one day.)
1. Never worked during lifetime
2. Worked before, but had no job then
3. Retired and had no temporary job
4. Working as a temp [linshi xing gongzuo]
5. Had a full-time job, or worked on a farm
[If 1, F2, F3, F4, skip to B14_182]
# 181
B13  At the time you were with your partner, what kind of work did he / she do? (If not working, please state his / her previous job.)
1. Agricultural producer [farmer]
2. Manual worker
3. Sales, service, entertainment industry worker
4. Self-employed, independent worker
5. Clerical worker, low-rank bureaucrat, office worker
6. Technical worker, teacher, intellectual [i.e., professional / technical worker]
7. Manager, factory director, business-owner
8. Government official (including village official)
9. Other occupation

# 182
B14  At the time you had a sex relationship with your partner, whose family had relatively better conditions (was better off)?
1. His / her family
2. My family
3. Same

# 183 [Ask only if ZJ05 not equal FL04]
B15  Compared with people of the same age, how attractive was this partner in the eyes of the opposite sex?
1. Very much
2. Somewhat
3. Not much
4. Not at all

# 184
B16  What was your age (in full years) when you first had sex with this partner (Please enter two digits)? [“full” = Western age reckoning]

[If asked A02 and A05=B07 and A21=B11 and A25=B13 and the answer to this question is equal to the answer to A35 (A and B are the same person), go to AX34_156. If <12 or >ZJ06 (own age), repeat question. If same after repeat, go to B17_185.]

# 156 [Added question for sites 26-70. Ask only if A and B potentially the same person as judged by overlap in age, education, etc.]
AX34 You have just talked about your current partner. Is the one you are talking about now the same as the one you have just discussed?
1. Yes
2. No

[If 1, F2, F3, F4, skip to FL05_164. If 2, skip to B17_185]

# 185
B17  When the relationship began, who first introduced you to this partner?
1. No one, we knew each other since we were young
2. Family member(s) / relative(s)
3. Friend(s) / colleague(s) / acquaintance(s)
4. Marriage agency
5. Matchmaker
6. Other

# 186 [This version was used in sites 17-21, 26-70]
B18  When the relationship began, where did you first meet this partner?
1. School
2. Work unit
3. Public / social place
4. Other

# 186A [This version was used in sites 1-6, 22-25]
B18A  When the relationship began, where did you first meet this partner?
1. School
2. Work unit
3. Public / social place [entertainment venue]
4. Home of friend, coworker, acquaintance, relative
5. My home / partner’s home
6. Appointment place
7. Other

# 187
B19  How long did you know each other prior to sexual activity for the first time?
1. Didn’t know each other, or knew for less than one day
2. One to two days
3. Less than a month
4. Less than a year
5. More than a year
# 188
**B20** Were you and your partner registered as a married couple prior to sexual activity for the first time?
1. Yes
2. No

# 189
**B21** When you had sex with this partner for the first time, were you willing? [Did you want it?]
1. Completely willing
2. Basically willing
3. Somewhat unwilling
4. Completely unwilling

# 190
**B22** How long did this sexual relationship last?
1. One to two months
2. 3 - 6 months
3. 6 - 12 months
4. A year or more

# 191
**B23** During the time of this sexual relationship, did you have sex with anyone other than this partner (count everyone, even if it happened just once)?
1. Yes
2. No

# 192
**B24** At the time of this sexual relationship, did your partner have sex with anyone other than you (even if it happened just once)?
1. Yes, definitely
2. Perhaps, I don’t know for sure
3. No, definitely

# 193
**B25** When was the last time did you have sex with this partner?
1. Within last two weeks
2. Within one month
3. Within three months
4. More than three months ago but within a year
5. More than a year ago but within three years
6. More than three years ago
   [If 6, skip to B38_206]

# 194
**B26** At the time you had sexual relationship with this partner, how often did you have sex with each other?
1. Once a day or more
2. 3 to 6 times a week
3. Once or twice a week
4. 2 to 3 times a month
5. Once a month or less

# 195
**B27** Did having sex with this partner make you feel physically satisfied?
1. Very satisfied
2. Somewhat satisfied
3. Not very satisfied
4. Not satisfied at all

# 196
**B28** Did having sex with this partner make you feel emotionally satisfied?
1. Very satisfied
2. Somewhat satisfied
3. Not very satisfied
4. Not satisfied at all

# 197
**B29** When having sex with this partner, did you ever have a feeling of shame?
1. Yes, often
2. Yes, sometimes
3. No, never

# 198
**B30** When having sex with this partner, did you often feel thrilled?
1. Yes, often
2. Yes, sometimes
3. No, never

# 199
**B31** Some people feel dirty about their partner’s genitals, secretion, semen, menstrual blood etc. Did you ever feel dirty of these things when having sex with this partner?
1. Yes, often
2. Yes, sometimes
3. No, never
Some people think that sex is dirty. Did you have this feeling when having sex with this partner?
1. Yes, often
2. Yes, sometimes
3. No, never

Usually, a male reaches orgasm when he ejaculates, and at the same time feels extremely excited. (Ejaculation is when sperm shoots or flows out.) Prior to reading the above definition, did you know this meaning of orgasm?
1. Knew all
2. Knew a bit
3. Knew none

Female orgasm can be observed when there is: (1) uncontrolled vaginal contractions or muscle contractions of other parts of the body; or (2) strong feelings of pleasure and excitement. Either (1) or (2) can be regarded as “female orgasm.” Prior to reading the above definition, did you know this meaning of orgasm?
1. Knew all
2. Knew a bit
3. Knew none

When having sex with this partner, how often did you have an orgasm?
1. Always
2. Often
3. Sometimes
4. Rarely
5. Never

When having sex with this partner, how often did your partner experience orgasm?
1. Always
2. Sometimes
3. Rarely
4. I don’t know

Did you often use a condom when having sex with this partner?
1. Always
2. Often
3. Rarely
4. Never

Did you use a condom the last time you had sex with this partner?
1. Yes
2. No

Did you often use a condom when having sex with this partner?
1. Always
2. Often
3. Rarely
4. Never

Did you use a condom the last time you had sex with this partner?
1. Yes
2. No

Did you often use a condom when having sex with this partner?
1. Always
2. Often
3. Rarely
4. Never

When having sexual intercourse, many people use the position of “Man beneath, woman on top.” Did you ever do this with your partner during sex?
1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Never

When having sexual intercourse, many people use the position of “Man behind, woman in front.” Man inserts his penis into the vagina from behind. Did you ever do this with your partner during sex?
1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Never

When having sexual intercourse, many people stimulate their partner’s genitals with the mouth or tongue. Did you ever do this to your partner?
1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Never

When having sexual intercourse, many people have their genitals stimulated by their partner’s mouth or tongue. Did your partner do this to you during sex?
1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Never
# 210  [If ZJ05=2 and FL04=2, skip to B43_211]

**B42** Many people have sexual intercourse by putting a man’s penis inside his partner’s anus. Did you ever do this with this partner?

1. Yes
2. No

# 211

**B43** Some people insist that their partners do certain things or adopt certain styles in sex that their partners do not like. In the past 12 months, did your partner often ask you to do things that you did not like to do during sexual intercourse?

1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Never

# 212

**B44** Did your partner know how to please and satisfy you during sexual intercourse?

1. Knew all
2. Knew some
3. Knew little
4. Knew none

# 413  [Repositioned informational item]

**BEND** You have just discussed with us the partner you had sex with for more than one month. Below, please continue to answer other questions with the computer.

---

### Section 9  Short Term Partner (C)

**FL05** Up to this point in your life, how many of your sexual relationships lasted less than a month?

[If 0 and FL02>1, skip to D1_410 (Introduction to Section D), then go to D01_246. If 0, F2, F3, F4, skip to KN01_258. If >1, skip to C02_214. If 1, go to C01_213]

**# 408  [Repositioned informational item]**

**C1** The following questions refer to those, other than your current partner, with whom you had a sexual relation for less than a month.

[If asked ZW08 and ZW08<4, go to C06_218. If asked JW01 and JW01<4, go to C06_218. If ZW08=4 or JW01=4, go to C03_215. All other answers, go to C01_213]

**# 213  [Ask only if not asked before]**

**C01** Was this person a “Miss” (prostitute) or a customer?

1. “Miss” [i.e., prostitute]
2. Customer [i.e., customer of prostitute – R was prostitute]
3. Neither

[If 1, skip to C06_218. If >1 or F2, F3, F4, skip to C03_215]

**# 214  [Ask only if not asked before]**

**C02** Now we ask about the person with whom you had a sexual relationship most recently. Was this person a “Miss” (prostitute) or a customer?

1. “Miss” [i.e., prostitute]
2. Customer [i.e., customer of prostitute – R was prostitute]
3. Neither

[If 1, skip to C06_218]

**# 215  [Ask only if not asked before]**

**C03** Was this person a man or a woman?

1. Man
2. Woman

[If 1, skip to C05_217. If 2, go to next question]
C04 Which of the following terms do you think is most appropriate for you to address this person?
1. Second wife (ernai)
2. Fiancée (weihunqi)
3. Girlfriend (nüpengyou)
4. Date (duixiang)
5. Lover (lianren)
6. Secret lover (qingren)
7. Ex-wife (qianqi)
8. Customer (guke) [implies R is a commercial sex worker]

[If F2, F3, F4, skip to KN01_258. All other answers, skip to C06_218]

C05 Please select a title among the following. Which of the followings do you think is the most appropriate term to address your partner?
1. Boss (laoban)
2. Fiancé (weihunfu)
3. Boyfriend (nànpengyou)
4. Date (duixiang)
5. Lover (lianren)
6. Secret lover (qingren)
7. Ex-husband (qianfu)
8. My man (nanren)

[If F2, F3, F4, skip to KN01_258]
# 222  [If ZJ05=2 and FL07=2, skip to C11_223]  [Come here only if had sex with C more than once – see C08.]

C10  When having sex with this partner, did you use a condom?
   1. Always
   2. Often
   3. Rarely
   4. Never

# 223

C11  How long ago did you have sex with this partner for the last time?
   1. Within two weeks
   2. Less than six months
   3. Less than one year
   4. Less than five years
   5. More than five years ago

# 224  [Ask only if C01=3 or C02=3 or ZW08=4 or JW01=4]

C12  When the relationship began, who introduced you to this partner?
   1. No one, we knew each other since we were young
   2. Family member(s) / relative(s)
   3. Friend(s) / colleague(s) / acquaintance(s)
   4. Marriage agency
   5. Matchmaker
   6. Other

# 225  [This version was used in sites 17-21, 26-70]  [Ask only if C01=3 or C02=3 or ZW08=4 or JW01=4]

C13  When the relationship began, where did you meet this partner for the first time?
   1. School
   2. Work unit
   3. Public / social place [entertainment venue]
   4. Other

# 225A  [This version was used in sites 1-6, 22-25]  [Ask only if C01=3 or C02=3 or C04>1 or C05>1]

C13A  When the relationship began, where did you first meet this partner?
   1. School
   2. Work unit
   3. Public / social place [entertainment venue]
   4. Home of friends, coworkers, acquaintances, relatives
   5. My home / partner’s home
   6. Appointment place
   7. Other

# 226  [If C01=3 or C02=3 or ZW08=4 or JW01=4, skip to next question]

C14  Where were you when you meet this partner for the last time?
   1. High-class hotel
   2. Ordinary hotel
   3. Karaoke, dance hall, restaurant, entertainment center
   4. Sauna bathhouse, massage parlor, foot-washing house, beauty salon
   5. Hair salon, small hotel
   6. Street, park, bus station
   7. The partner’s living place
   8. My living place
   9. Other

# 227  [Ask only if C01=3 or C02=3 or ZW08=4 or JW01=4]

C15  When you had sex with this partner for the first time, were you willing? [i.e., wanted / desired the sex]
   1. Completely willing
   2. Somewhat willing
   3. Somewhat unwilling
   4. Completely unwilling

# 228  [Ask only if C01=3 or C02=3 or ZW08=4 or JW01=4]

C16  Was this partner a native of your hometown?
   1. Same village / same street [neighborhood] in the city
   2. Same county / county-level city / urban district
   3. Same city / district
   4. Same province / municipality / autonomous region
   5. Other province / municipality / autonomous region
   6. Don’t know

# 229  [Ask only if C01=3 or C02=3 or ZW08=4 or JW01=4]

C17  This partner’s level of education was:  [includes merely attending]
   1. Never attended school
   2. Elementary school
   3. Junior high school
   4. Senior high school / professional training school / vocational high school
   5. Junior college
   6. University / graduate school
   7. Don’t know
C18 At the time of this relationship, was this partner working? (Anything he / she did that brought in income is considered as a job even if he / she worked only for one day.)

1. Never worked during lifetime
2. Worked before, but had no job then
3. Retired and had no temporary now
4. Working as a temp [linshi xing gongzou]
5. Had a full-time job, or worked on the farm

[If 1, F2, F3, F4, skip to C20_232]

C19 At the time you were with this partner, what kind of work did he / she do? (If not working, please state his / her previous job.)

1. Agricultural producer [farmer]
2. Manual worker
3. Sales, service, entertainment industry worker
4. Self-employed, independent worker
5. Clerical worker, low-rank bureaucrat, office worker
6. Technical worker, teacher, intellectual [i.e., professional / technical worker]
7. Manager, factory director, business-owner
8. Government official (including village official)
9. Other occupation

[If C11=5, skip to C26_238]

C20 Did having sex with this partner make you feel physically satisfied?

1. Very satisfied
2. Somewhat satisfied
3. Not very satisfied
4. Not satisfied at all

[If ZJ05=C03 (homosexual), skip to C29_241]

C27 When having sexual intercourse, many people use the position of “Man beneath, woman on top.” Did you ever do so with this partner?

1. Yes
2. No

[If ZJ05=C03 (homosexual), skip to C29_241]

C28 When having sexual intercourse, many people use the position of “Man behind, woman in front.” The male inserts his penis into her vagina from behind. Did you ever do so with this partner?

1. Yes
2. No

C29 When having sex with this partner, did you ever have a feeling of shame?

1. Yes
2. No
# 242
C30  When having sexual intercourse, many people stimulate their partner’s genitals with mouth or tongue. Did you ever do so to your partner?
   1. Yes
   2. No

# 243  [If ZJ05=2 and C03=2, skip to C32_244]
C31  Many people have sexual intercourse by putting a man’s penis inside his partner’s anus. Did you ever do this with this partner?
   1. Yes
   2. No

# 244  [If not asked XJ04 and (FL02>1 or FL05>1), skip to D1_410 (Introduction to Section D), then go to D01_246. If asked XJ04 and not asked XJ09, skip to ZW01_371.
C32  Where did you meet this partner for the last time?
   1. Urban district of this city or county
   2. Suburb of this city or county
   3. Other city or county
   4. Other province
   [If not asked XJ04 and (FL02>1 or FL05>1), skip to D1_410 (Introduction to Section D), then go to D01_246. If asked XJ04 and not asked XJ09, skip to ZW01_371]

# 245  [Asked only if C01=3 or C02=3 or ZW08=4 or JW01=4, skip to C33_245]
C33  At the time of this sexual relationship, did this partner have sex with anyone other than you (even if it happened just once)?
   1. Yes, definitely
   2. Perhaps, I don’t know for sure
   3. No
   [If FL02>1 or FL05>1, skip to D1_410 (Introduction to Section D), then go to D01_246. If asked XJ04 and XJ09, skip to ZW01_371. If FL02<2 and FL05<2, skip to KN01_258]
# 246B  [This version was used in sites 17-21, 26-40][If asked D01 before, skip to KN01_258]

**D01B**  Now, we would like to know about the first person you had sex with.
Have you discussed with us this person before, such as his / her height, weight, educational level, income, etc. If you have discussed this person, among the persons you have discussed with us, which one is he / she?

1. No, I haven’t discussed him / her
2. I am not sure whether I have discussed or not
3. Yes, my current spouse/partner (A)
4. Yes, other than spouse, the person I had sex with for more than a month (B)
5. Yes, other than spouse, the person I had sex with for less than a month (C)
6. I have definitely discussed him / her, but I can’t remember which one

[If 1,2, F2, go to next question. If >2 and asked KN01 or KN02 or KN05, skip to XB01_279. If >2 and asked KN06, skip to XB01_279. Other answers, skip to KN01_258]

# 247  [If asked D02 before, skip to KN01_258]

**D02**  The person you first had sex with was

1. Male
2. Female

# 248  [Asked in sites 1-40] [Ask only if D02=1 (male)]

**D03**  Which of the following terms do you think is most appropriate for you to address this person?

1. Stranger (mosheng ren)
2. First love (chulian)
3. Fiancée (weihun fu)
4. Boyfriend (nan pengyou)
5. Date (duixiang)
6. Lover (lianren)
7. Secret lover (qingren)
8. Ex-husband (qianfu)
9. Customer (guke)  [implies R was a commercial sex worker]

[If F2, F3, F4, skip to KN01_258. Other answers, skip D05_250]

# 249  [Asked in sites 1-40] [Ask only if D02=2 (female)]

**D04**  Which of the following terms do you think is most appropriate to address your partner?

1. Miss (xiaojie)
2. First love (chulian)
3. Fiancée (weihun qi)
4. Girlfriend (nànpengyou)
5. Date (duixiang)
6. Lover (lianren)
7. Secret lover (qingren)
8. Ex-wife (qianqi)
9. Second wife (ernai)

[If F2, F3, F4, skip to KN01_258]

# 250

**D05**  What was your age (in full years) when you first had sex with this partner? (If you are not sure, please give an estimate.)

________

[If <12 or >=ZJ06 (own age), repeat question. If same after repeat, go to next question]

# 251

**D06**  How old (in full years) was your partner when you two had sex for the first time? (If not sure, please give an estimate.)

[If <14 or >=80, repeat question. If same after repeat, go to next question]

# 252

**D07**  When this relationship with your first-time sex partner ended, how old were you then? If it continues to the present day, please answer with your current age.

[If <14 or >=ZJ06 (own age), repeat question. If same after repeat, go to next question]

# 253

**D08**  How long did this relationship last?

1. One day or less
2. Less than a month
3. One to two months
4. Three to six months
5. Six to eleven months
6. A year or more
# 254  
**D09**  When this relationship first began, who introduced you to this partner?  
1. No one, we knew each other since we were young  
2. Family member(s) / relative(s)  
3. Friend(s) / colleague(s) / acquaintance(s)  
4. Public or entertainment place  
5. Other  

# 255  [If ZJ05=D02, skip to D11_256]  
**D10**  Did you ever marry this partner?  
1. Yes  
2. No  

# 256  
**D11**  How long did you know each other before having sex for the first time?  
1. Didn’t know each other, or less than a day  
2. One to two days  
3. Less than a month  
4. Less than a year  
5. More than a year  

# 257  
**D12**  When you had sex with this partner for the first time, were you willing? [i.e., wanted / desired the sex]  
1. Completely willing  
2. Somewhat willing  
3. Somewhat unwilling  
4. Completely unwilling  

---  

**Section 11 Sexual Dysfunction (KN -- kunnan)**  

# 258  [If HY04=1 or HY04=4 or asked KN01 before, skip to next question]  
**KN01**  Before you were married for the first time, how many people had you had sex with? (Please include everyone that you had sex with, regardless of the number of times. If you can’t remember correctly, please give an estimate.)  

# 259  [If asked KN02 before, skip to KN05_262]  
**KN02**  How many people did you have sex with in the past 12 months? (Please include everyone that you had sex with. If you can’t remember, please give an estimate.)  

# 258  [If HY04=1 or HY04=4 or asked KN01 before, skip to next question]  
**KN01**  Before you were married for the first time, how many people had you had sex with? (Please include everyone that you had sex with, regardless of the number of times. If you can’t remember correctly, please give an estimate.)  

# 259  [If asked KN02 before, skip to KN05_262]  
**KN02**  How many people did you have sex with in the past 12 months? (Please include everyone that you had sex with. If you can’t remember, please give an estimate.)  

# 260  [Ask only if HY04=1 and HY06=2] [i.e., only virgins come here]  
**KN03**  So far in your life, have you ever kissed someone?  
1. Yes  
2. No  

# 261  [Ask only if HY04=1 and HY06=2] [i.e., only virgins come here]  
**KN04**  Some people have touched or stimulated another person’s genitals or have someone touched or stimulated their genitals even though they have never had sex. Have you experienced this after you reached the age of 14?  
1. Yes  
2. No  

# 262  [Ask only if ZJ05=1 and not asked KN05 before] [males only]  
**KN05**  How old were you when you had your first wet dream? Wet dream means the sperm flew out when you were sleeping. (Almost all men have had wet dreams.)  
[If <8 or >ZJ06 (current age), repeat question. If same after repeat, go to next question]  

# 263  [Ask only if ZJ05=2 and not asked KN06 before] [females only]  
**KN06**  How old were you when you had your first menstruation?  
[If <7 or >ZJ06, repeat. If same after repeat, go to next question]
# 264  [Ask only if not asked KN07 before]
**KN07** In daily life, people often think about things sexual. How often do you think about sex?
1. Several times a day
2. Daily
3. Once to several times a week
4. Once to several times a month
5. Less than once a month
6. Never

# 343  [Repositioned item] [used only in sites 41-70]
**BY08** In China today, for those “mistress” who sell themselves for sex, they have to pay a penalty of 3,000 yuan to 5,000 yuan if arrested by police. Do you think the penalty is too lenient or too harsh?
1. Too harsh
2. A bit harsh
3. Just right
4. A bit light
5. Too light

# 320  [Repositioned item] [used in sites 60-70]
**MZ07** In China today, for those men who pay “Miss” (prostitute) for sex, they have to pay a penalty of 5,000 yuan if arrested by police. Do you think the penalty is too lenient or too harsh?
1. Too harsh
2. A bit too harsh
3. Just right
4. A bit too light
5. Too light

# 265  [Ask only if have not asked KN08 before]
**KN08** There is one very sensitive place in the female body, which if stimulated appropriately, can easily arouse a woman to attain orgasm. Where is this place?
1. I don’t know
2. Head
3. Arms
4. Private parts (yinbu)
5. Legs
[If 4, go to next question. Other answers, skip to KN11_268]

# 266  [Ask only if have not asked XJ04 and have not asked XJ09 (since could have cycled back to section C when section C blank and answered that had commercial sex at either xj04 or xj09). Similar types of checks above & below.]
**KN09** The adjacent diagram displays the female vulva. Which part do you consider is the most sensitive for a woman to get aroused and attain orgasm? (Please select the corresponding number. Only one number can be selected.)
1. Pubic hair
2. Anus
3. Labia majora
4. Labia minora
5. Clitoris
6. I don’t know

# 268  [Ask only if ZJ05=1 (male) and not asked KN11 before]
**KN11** When men get up in morning, they often find that they have an erect penis? Erect means getting hard or bigger. In the past 12 months, did you experience this situation?
1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know
**# 269** [This version was used in sites 17-21, 26-70] [Ask only if not asked KN12 before] [Note this item asked of virtually everyone.]

**KN12** Some people are not interested in sex or don’t want to have sex. In the past 12 months, have you experienced a lack of interest in having sex? (Even if you never had sex, please answer. This question is about your view, not the actual act.)

1. Yes, for more than 12 months, had no interest
2. Had no interest in sex for between 2 to 12 months
3. Lacked interest but less than two months
4. Always had interest

[If (<5 and HY04=1 and HY06=2), or F2, F3, F4, skip to KN21_278]

**# 269A** [This version was used only in sites 1-6, 22-25]

**KN12A** Some people are not interested in sex or don’t want to have sex. In the past 12 months, have you experienced a lack of interest in having sex?

1. Yes, for more than 2 months, had no interest
2. Lacked interest but less than two months
3. Always had interest

**# 270** [Ask only if have not asked KN13 before and (AX01<5 or B25<5 or C11<4)] [Note, this and the following dysfunction items asked only of the sexually active – as determined by the logic on the line above.]

**KN13** Some people are not able to achieve an orgasm in sexual intercourse. In the past 12 months, have you experienced the situation of being unable to achieve an orgasm (regardless of who the partner was)?

1. Yes, for more than 2 months
2. Occasionally
3. Never

**# 271** [Ask only if not asked KN14 before and (AX01<5 or B25<5 or C11<4)]

**KN14** In the past 12 months, have you felt pain during sexual intercourse (regardless of the partner)?

1. Yes, for more than 2 months
2. Occasionally
3. Never

**# 272** [Ask only if not asked KN15 before and (AX01<5 or B25<5 or C11<4)]

**KN15** Occasionally during sex, some people feel that they can’t get any pleasure (they are uncomfortable, unaroused). During the past 12 months, have you ever encountered this situation?

1. Yes, for more than 2 months
2. Occasionally
3. Never

**# 273** [Ask only if not asked KN16 before and (AX01<5 or B25<5 or C11<4)]

**KN16** Before having sex, some people worry about their performance in sex or being unable to satisfy their partner. In the past 12 months, have you encountered the same situation (regardless of the partner)?

1. Yes, for more than 2 months
2. Occasionally
3. Never

**# 274** [Ask only if not asked KN17 before and ZJ05=1 and (AX01<5 or B25<5 or C11<4)]

**KN17** Some men find that they have trouble in achieving an erection when having sex. In the past 12 months, have you experienced the same situation (regardless of the partner)?

1. Yes, for more than 2 months
2. Occasionally
3. Never

**# 275** [Ask only if not asked KN18 before and ZJ05=1 and (AX01<5 or B25<5 or C11<4)]

**KN18** Some men have difficulty in maintaining an erection. In the past 12 months, have you experienced the same situation (regardless of the partner)?

1. Yes, for more than 2 months
2. Occasionally
3. Never

**# 276** [Ask only if not asked KN19 before and ZJ05=1 and (AX01<5 or B25<5 or C11<4)]

**KN19** Some people achieve an orgasm too fast and too soon, and cannot control it. In the past 12 months, have you experienced the same situation (regardless of who the partner was)?

1. Yes, for more than 2 months
2. Occasionally
3. Never
# 277  [Ask only if not asked KN20 before and ZJ05=2 and (AX01<5 or B25<5 or C11<4)]

**KN20**
Some women experience vaginal dryness and insufficient lubrication at the beginning of sexual intercourse. In the past 12 months, have you experienced the same situation?
1. Yes, for more than 2 months
2. Occasionally
3. Never

# 278  [Ask only if not asked KN21 before]

**KN21**
Nowadays, there are many foods, nutrients, pabulum or medicines that enhance sex drive and performance. In the past 12 months, have you taken any of these (even if you have taken just once)?
1. Yes
2. No

---

**Section 12  Sexually Transmitted Diseases (XB -- xingbing)**

# 160  [Repositioned item]  [If asked FL01 before, skip to XB01_279]

**FL01**
Up to this point of your life, how many people did you have sex with (even if you did it with someone only once)? Please include all people, including those you have divorced, separated or those deceased. Please also include people you had sex with who were of the same gender as you.

________

# 279  [If asked XB01 before, skip to TN01_322]

**XB01**
In the past 12 months, have you taken a sauna bath (steam bath, Finnish bath)?
1. Yes
2. No
[If 1, continue to next question. Other answers, skip to XB03_281]

# 280  [Note entry control in preceding statement.]

**XB02**
In the past 12 months, have you ever used other people’s towels or a public towel when having a bath at a place outside of your home?
1. Yes
2. No

# 281

**XB03**
In the past 12 months, have you ever experienced a burning pain while urinating?
1. Yes
2. No
[If 1, go to next question. Other answers, skip to XB05_283]

# 282

**XB04**
Currently, do you experience a burning pain while urinating?
1. Yes
2. No

# 283

**XB05**
In the past 12 months, have you ever had any genital lesion, blister, or sore?
1. Yes
2. No
[If 1, go to next question. Other answers, skip to XB07_285]

# 284

**XB06**
Currently, do you have any genital lesion, blister, or sore?
1. Yes
2. No
In the past 12 months, have you had a discharge of unusual color or odor from the head of the penis?
   1. Yes
   2. No
[If 1, go to next question. Other answers, skip to XB10_288]

Currently, do you have a discharge of unusual color or odor from the head of the penis or from the vagina?
   1. Yes
   2. No

In the past 12 months, have you had warts in the genital area (genital surface, lower parts)?
   1. Yes
   2. No
[If 1, go to next question. Other answers, skip to XB12_290]

In the past 12 months, have you ever experienced irregular bleeding from vagina (not including menstruation)?
   1. Often
   2. Sometimes
   3. Never
[Ask only if ZJ05=2 (female)]

In China today, many people are infected with sexually transmitted diseases, and they are infected with the diseases not just because of what they have done themselves. Up till now, have you ever had a sexually transmitted disease?
   1. Yes
   2. No
   3. Don’t know
[If 2, skip to XB21_299. If 3, skip to XB18_296]

When it happened to you, how did you know you had an STD?
   1. Doctor’s diagnosis
   2. Told by other people (not a doctor)
   3. Had symptoms or pain
   4. Other

In the past 12 months, have you had a sexually transmitted disease?
   1. Yes
   2. No
   3. Don’t know
[Ask only if XB03=1 or XB05=1 or XB07=1 or XB10=1 or XB12=1 or XB13=1 (i.e., only if had genitourinary symptom)]

The last time when any of the above happened, what did you do?
   1. Went to a hospital
   2. Visited a private clinic
   3. Took or applied medicine
   4. Took no medical measures

In China today, many people are infected with sexually transmitted diseases, and they are infected with the diseases not just because of what they have done themselves. Up till now, have you ever had a sexually transmitted disease?
   1. Yes
   2. No
[Ask only if XB03=1 or XB05=1 or XB07=1 or XB10=1 or XB12=1 or XB13=1 (i.e., only if had genitourinary symptom)]

During your lifetime, has a doctor ever told you that you had syphilis?
   1. Yes
   2. No
[If 1, go to next question. Other answers, skip to XB21_299]

Then, in the past 12 months, has a doctor told you that you had syphilis?
   1. Yes
   2. No
When you had syphilis last time, what did you do for treatment?
1. Went to a hospital
2. Visited a private clinic
3. Took or applied medicine
4. Took no medical measures

During your lifetime, has a doctor told you that you had gonorrhea?
1. Yes
2. No

Then, in the past 12 months, has a doctor told you that you had gonorrhea?
1. Yes
2. No

When you had gonorrhea last time, what did you do for treatment?
1. Went to a hospital
2. Visited a private clinic
3. Took or applied medicine
4. Took no medical measures

During your lifetime, has a doctor told you that you had chlamydia?
1. Yes
2. No

When you had chlamydia last time, what did you do for treatment?
1. Went to a hospital
2. Visited a private clinic
3. Took or applied medicine
4. Took no medical measures

During your lifetime, has a doctor told you that you had herpes?
1. Yes
2. No

During your lifetime, has a doctor told you that you had trichomonas?
1. Yes
2. No

When you had trichomonas last time, what did you do for treatment?
1. Went to a hospital
2. Visited a private clinic
3. Took or applied medicine
4. Took no medical measures
Section 13  Childhood Sexual Experience (TN -- tongnian)

# 322  [If asked before, skip to BY01_336]
TN01 Did someone have sexual contact with you before you turned age 14?
“Sexual contact” here includes vaginal intercourse (sleeping with someone or
making love), caressing as well as other ways of stimulating genitals / female
breasts.
1. Yes
2. No
[If 1, go to next question. Other answers, skip to BY01_336]

# 323  TN02 When this type of event first happened to you, how old were you (including
only events that happened before you were 14 years old)?
_________
[If <3 or >13, repeat question. If same after repeat, go to next question]

# 324  TN03 Before you were 14, how many times did this kind of sexual contact happen
to you?
1. Once
2. Several times
3. Many times
[If >1, go to next question. If 1, skip to TN05_326. If F2, F3, F4, skip to
TN09_330]

# 325  TN04 How old were you when this kind of sexual contact stopped (including events
that stopped after you were 14 years old)?
_________
[If <3 or >=ZJ06, repeat question. If same after repeat, go to next question]

# 326  [Ask only if ZJ05=2]
TN05 During the sexual contact, were your breasts caressed?
1. Yes
2. No

# 327  TN06 During the sexual contact, were your genitals touched?
1. Yes
2. No

# 328  [Ask only if ZJ05=2]
TN07 During the sexual contact, did vaginal intercourse occur?
1. Yes
2. No

# 329  TN08 During the sexual contact, did anal sex occur?
1. Yes
2. No

# 330  TN09 When it happened, were you willing to have this type of sexual contact?
1. Yes, basically
2. Not quite
3. No, completely

# 331  TN10 Did this type of sexual contact have a harmful impact on your life afterwards?
1. Very much
2. Not that much
3. Basically no harm

# 332  TN11 Before you turned 14, was the first person who made such sexual contact with
you a male or a female?
1. Male
2. Female

# 333  TN12 Was the first person who had sexual contact with you a family member or a
relative of yours?
1. Father / stepfather / foster father
2. Uncle / maternal uncle
3. Brother / cousin / first cousin
4. Female family member / relative
5. None of the above
[If 5, F2, F3, F4, go to next question. Other answers, skip to TN14_335]
At that time, what was the relationship of the person who first had sexual contact with you?
1. Stranger
2. Supervisor, teacher, superior (at work)
3. Classmate, acquaintance, friend, neighbor
4. Someone else

[Ask only if TN03>1]

Other than this person, how many people did you have “sexual contact” with before you turned 14?
1. No more
2. One more
3. Two to three more
4. Over three more

Up till now, has it occurred that you were unwilling but still had to concede to have sex with someone (including between husband and wife)? [Beware: most of the instances below are with spouse.]
1. Yes
2. No

[If 1, continue to BY03_338. Other answers, skip to BY15_350]

How old (in full years) were you the first time you had sex against your will?

[If <4 or >ZJ06 (own age), repeat question. If same after repeat, go to next question]

How many times did that happen (no matter who the partner was)?
1. Once
2. Several times
3. Many times

[If >1, continue to next question. If 1, skip to BY06_341. If F2, F3, F4, skip to BY10_345]

How old (in full years) were you when the last time you had sex against your will?

[If <4 or >ZJ06 (own age), repeat question. If same after repeat, go to next question]

At that time, what was the relationship between you and the person you had sex with that was against your will?
1. Stranger
2. Supervisor or teacher
3. Colleague, schoolmate, acquaintance, neighbor
4. Lover, date, fiancé / fiancée
5. Spouse
6. Relative
7. Someone else
# 342

BY07 Was this person a man or a woman?
1. Man
2. Woman

# 344

BY09 At that time, how old was the person you had sex with that was against your will? (If you can’t recall precisely, please give an estimate.)

[If <5 or >=80, repeat question. If same after repeat, go to next question]

# 345

BY10 Did this incident cause you serious harm?
1. Very serious
2. Not very serious
3. Basically no harm

# 346

BY11 In your life so far, has anyone forced you against your own will to have sex (including your spouse)?
1. Yes
2. No

[If 2, F2, F3, F4, skip to BY15_350. If 1, go to MZ06_319]

# 347

BY12 Did this incident cause you serious harm?
1. Very serious
2. Not very serious
3. Basically no harm

# 348

BY13 In your life so far, has anyone used threat, beating or other violent means to force you to have sex (including your spouse)?
1. Yes
2. No

[If 2, F2, F3, F4, skip to BY15_350. If 1, go to MZ08_321]

# 321

MZ08 At that time, what was the relationship between you and the person who used threat, beating or other violent means to force you against your will to have sex?
1. Stranger
2. Supervisor or teacher
3. Colleague, schoolmate, acquaintance, neighbor
4. Lover, date, fiancé/fiancée
5. Spouse
6. Relative
7. Someone else

[All answers, go to BY14_349]

# 349

BY14 Did this incident cause you serious harm?
1. Very serious
2. Not very serious
3. Basically no harm
------------ Sexual Harassment --------------

# 350  [If asked BY15 before, skip to XJ01_358][sexual harassment issues begin here]

**BY15** Sexual harassment means that someone uses sexual gestures or talks which offends you. In your daily life, what is the possibility that you might encounter sexual harassment?

1. Very likely
2. Somewhat likely
3. Somewhat unlikely
4. Very unlikely

# 351  [physical harassment – beware, because sites 1-6 and 22-25 limited entry to this item to those who answered “likely” to BY15, analysis for these locales should be handled differently]

**BY17** In the past 12 months, did someone sexually harass you (E.g., touch you, bully you or take advantage of you with a sexual intent)?

1. Yes
2. No

[If 1, go to next question. Other answers, skip to BY21_355]

# 352

**BY18** In the past 12 months, was the person who physically harassed you most severely a man or a woman?

1. A man
2. A woman

# 353

**BY19** Who was that person who physically harassed you most severely?

1. Supervisor, teacher, superior
2. Colleague, schoolmate, acquaintance, neighbor
3. Date, lover (including former date)
4. Family member, relative
5. Stranger
6. Someone else

# 354

**BY20** In the past 12 months, how many people have physically harassed you?

1. One
2. Two to three
3. Three or more

# 355  [verbal harassment]

**BY21** In the past 12 months, has anyone said anything sexually offensive to you?

1. Yes
2. No

[If 2, F2, F3, F4, skip to XJ01_358]

# 356

**BY22** In the past 12 months, was the person who most frequently said things sexually offensive to you man or woman?

1. Man
2. Woman

# 357

**BY23** Who was the person who most frequently said things sexually offensive to you in the past 12 months?

1. Supervisor, teacher, senior
2. Colleague, schoolmate, acquaintance, neighbor
3. Date, lover (including former date)
4. Family member, relative
5. Stranger
6. Someone else
Section 15  Sexual Consumption (XJ -- xiaojie)

# 358  [If asked XJ01 before, skip to ZW01_371]

XJ01  In the past 12 months, have you ever paid to dance in an entertainment venue, e.g., a dance hall, a nightclub or a karaoke bar?
   1. Yes
   2. No

# 359

XJ02  Nowadays, there are videotapes, VCDs, pictures, photographs and magazines that have sexually explicit content. In the past 12 months, have you ever watched / read any of them?
   1. Yes
   2. No

# 360

XJ03  Nowadays, there are places where a person can get a full body massage by someone of the opposite sex. In the past 12 months, have you received such a massage?
   1. Yes
   2. No

# 361  [paid for sex]

XJ04  Many people pay or give someone valuable gifts in order to have sex with that person. Have you done this? (Not including your spouse or fiancée.)
   1. Yes
   2. No

[If not asked C06, go to C1_408 (Introduction to Section C). If asked C06, go to XJ06_362]

# 362  [This version was used in sites 17-21, 26-70]

XJ05  You just said you paid to have sex with some mistress(es). So, how many mistresses did you have sex with?
   1. One
   2. 2 - 5
   3. More than 5

[If not asked C06, go to C1_408 (Introduction to Section C). If asked C06, go to XJ06_362]

# 362A  [This version was used in sites 1-6, 22-25]

XJ05A  Was this partner already mentioned?
   1. Yes
   2. No

# 363

XJ06  In the past three months, how many times have you paid for sex service?
   1. Once
   2. Several times
   3. Many times
   4. None

[If 1, continue to next question. If 2,3,F2,F3,F4, skip to XJ08_365. If 4, skip to XJ09_366]

# 364

XJ07  Did you use condom when having sex that time?
   1. Yes
   2. No

[All answers, skip to XJ09_366]

# 365  [get here from XJ06]

XJ08  Did you use condom every time you paid for sex service?
   1. Always
   2. Often
   3. Rarely
   4. Never
Many people have sex with someone (other than the spouse) in order to receive money or valuable gifts. Have you done this?
1. Yes
2. No

[If 1, skip to JW01_382. If 2 and ZW08 not equal 3, skip to ZW01_371. If F2,F3,F4, skip to ZW01_371]

JW01 Among those you had sex with in exchange for money, did they include “male customer(s)”? Did they include “female customer(s)”? (That means those strangers who pay for sex service) Or, were neither of them included?
1. Only male customer(s)
2. Only female customer(s)
3. Both
4. Neither

[If (>0 and <4) and asked C06, go to XJ11_368. If (>0 and <4) and not asked C06, go to C1_408 (Introduction to Section C). If 4, F2, F3, F4 and asked C06, go to XJ11_368. If 4, F2, F3, F4 and not asked C06, go to C1_408 (Introduction to Section C)]

XJ10 You just mentioned that you had sex with “male customer(s)” in exchange for money. How many “male customer(s)” did you have sex with?
1. One
2. 2-5
3. More than 5

[If not equal 0 and not asked C06, go to C1_408 (Introduction to Section C)]

XJ10A Was this person already mentioned?
1. Yes
2. No
Section 16 Masturbation and Homosexuality (ZW -- ziwei)

[Note: the data set has variables that meld the different versions of the masturbation questions. See masturb and mastage.]

# 371 [This version was used in sites 41-70] [Ask only if ZJ05=1 (male) and not asked ZW01 before]
ZW01 Masturbation is a very common and normal human behavior. Most men have stimulated their own genitals (penis) to obtain sexual pleasure, orgasm and ejaculation. In the last 12 months, how often did you masturbate?
   1. Once a day, or more
   2. Once a week, or more
   3. Once a month, or more
   4. Several times a year, or less
   5. Never
[All answers, go to ZW03_373]

# 371A [This version was used in sites 1-40] [Ask only if ZJ05=1 and not asked ZW01 before]
ZW01A Masturbation is a very common and normal human behavior. Most men have stimulated their own genitals (penis) to obtain sexual pleasure, orgasm and ejaculation. At what age (in full years) did you start to masturbate (even if just once)? If you don’t remember, please give an estimate. If you haven’t tried masturbating, please enter “00”.
   [If >ZJ06, repeat question. If 0, F2, F3, F4, skip to ZW04_374]

# 372 [This version was used in sites 41-70] [Ask only if ZJ05=2 (female) and not asked ZW02 before]
ZW02 Masturbation is a very common and normal human behavior. Many women have used their hands or other things to stimulate their clitoris, genitals (vulva, pubis), or nipples, or tightened their legs to obtain sexual pleasure and orgasm. In the last 12 months, how often did you masturbate?
   1. Once a day, or more
   2. Once a week, or more
   3. Once a month, or more
   4. Several times a year, or less
   5. Never
[All answers, go to ZW03_373]

# 372A [This version was used in sites 1-40] [Ask only if ZJ05=2 and not asked ZW02 before]
ZW02A Masturbation is a very common and normal human behavior. Many women have used their hands or other things to stimulate their clitoris, genitals (vulva, pubis), or nipples, or tightened their legs to obtain sexual pleasure and orgasm. At what age (in full years) did you start to masturbate (even if happened just once)? If you don’t remember, please give an estimate. If you haven’t tried masturbating, please enter “00”.
   [If >ZJ06, repeat question. If 0, F2, F3, F4, skip to ZW04_374]

# 373 [This version was used in sites 41-70]
ZW03 At what age did you begin masturbation? Even if just once, count as beginning. (If you haven’t tried masturbation, please enter “00”.)

# 373A [This version was used in sites 1-40] [If ZW01=0 or ZW02=0, skip to ZW04_374]
ZW03A In the past 12 months, how often did you masturbate?
   1. Once a day, or more
   2. Once a week, or more
   3. Once a month, or more
   4. Only a few times a year, or less
   5. Never

---------------------------- Homosexual Thoughts / Experience ------------------------

# 374 ZW04 Some people regard themselves as homosexual. Do you so regard yourself?
   1. Yes
   2. No

# 375 ZW05 Some men (women) feel that they want to have sex with other men (women). Do you have this feeling? [Note: Below, substitute man / woman depending on the gender of the respondent.]
   1. Yes
   2. No
Some men (women) have kissed other men (women) in their life. Have you done so?

1. Yes
2. No

Have you ever had sex with another man (woman)? Please note that we are talking about man (woman) here, someone who is a member of your same sex. Have you indeed had sex with another man (woman)?

1. No
2. Yes

[If 2, skip to ZW09_379. Other answers, skip to JW03_384]

Up till now, how many men (women) have you had sex with?

1. One
2. More than one

How old was this man (woman) when you first had sex with him / her?

(Please give an estimate if you can’t remember precisely.)

[If <8 and >=80, repeat question. If same after repeat, go to next question]

What kind of relationship did you have with that person?

1. Stranger
2. Supervisor, teacher, superior
3. Colleague, schoolmate, friend, acquaintance, neighbor
4. Lover, date, secret lover, spouse
5. Other

Did you understand the questions we asked above?

1. Understood all
2. Understood majority of them
3. Didn’t understand half of them
4. Didn’t understand majority of them

Do you think the questions asked above are sensitive?

1. Very sensitive
2. Somewhat sensitive
3. Not very sensitive
4. Not sensitive at all

Please tell me why you were willing to be interviewed? What is the main reason? (Select only one answer.)

1. I am willing to make contribution to scientific research
2. I like to participate in all kinds of social surveys
3. I don’t think it is a big deal and I can participate
4. Because you are introduced by the neighborhood committee
5. Because you are from the formal universities
6. I thought you would investigate other issues
7. If I had not come, you would have had continued urging me
8. Because a reward was offered
9. I don’t know why I came

We have taken many measures to keep your information completely confidential. Do you think these measures are sufficient?

1. Very sufficient
2. Somewhat sufficient
3. Somewhat insufficient
4. Very insufficient
We are very grateful that you have been candid during the interview. Please tell us why you were willing to tell us the truth? What is the main reason? (Select only one answer.)
1. I am willing to make contributions to scientific research
2. I have nothing to hide
3. Since I agreed to answer, I should tell the truth
4. I believe in your confidential measures
5. I was moved by your sincere attitude
6. Because a award was offered
7. I don’t know why I told the truth
8. In fact, I didn’t tell all the truth
9. In fact, I didn’t tell the truth

Are you a member of the Communist Party?
1. Yes
2. No

In order to express our gratitude for your support, the interviewer should give you 20 yuan (including 10 yuan for transportation). Have you received it?
1. Yes
2. No
3. I declined to receive it

Do you agree to provide urine sample?
1. Yes, I want the test results only if they are positive
2. Yes, but I don’t need the test results
3. No

In order to express our gratitude for your support, the interviewer should give you an extra 10 yuan. Have you received it?
1. Yes
2. No, I refuse to accept
3. No

The interview is now complete. Thank you again for your support and help. Please return the computer to the interviewer. We wish you all the best!
Section 18  Interviewer Comments After Interview Complete (DC -- diaocha)

# 391  [Asked in sites 17-21, 26-70]
DC01  Was the audio version used?
1. Yes
2. No

# 392A  [This version was used in sites 1-6, 22-25]
DC02A  Was the audio version used?
1. Yes
2. No

# 392  [This version was used in sites 17-21, 26-70] [Ask only if ZJ05=1 (male)]
DC02  Did the respondent drink before he / she came to the interview?
1. No
2. Some
3. A lot

# 393  [inaccurate.  Also see the variable “items” for the number of items completed in the data set and item X99 below.]
DC03  The interview was:
1. Completed
2. Partially completed
3. Never got started
[If 1, skip to DC05_395]

# 394
DC04  The reason why the interview was not completed was:
1. Respondent refused to continue
2. Respondent had to leave for something else
3. Computer breakdown
4. Other

# 395  [This version was used in sites 17-21, 26-70]
DC05  According to your observation, was the respondent honest in his / her responses?
1. Yes, very honest
2. Yes, basically honest
3. Not too honest
4. Not honest at all

# 395A  [This version was used only in sites 1-6, 22-25] [All interviews were conducted away from the respondent’s home.]
DC05A  Where was the interview conducted?
1. Respondent’s home
2. Respondent’s workplace
3. Assigned meeting location
4. Other assigned meeting location
5. Other location

# 396
DC06  During the interview, was the respondent’s spouse present?
1. Yes
2. No

# 397
DC07  During the interview, was a child under age 10 present?
1. Yes
2. No

# 398
DC08  During the interview, was a child above age 10 present?
1. Yes
2. No

# 399
DC09  During the interview, were there others present?
1. Yes
2. No

# 400
DC10  How often did the respondent need to be encouraged or mobilized to continue?
1. Never
2. Rarely
3. Often

# 401
DC11  How often did the respondent need help?
1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Rarely
4. Never
[All answers, skip to R_id_414]
What is the problem?
1. The respondent refuses to answer; end the interview
2. The respondent is outside our targeted age range
3. External interference, cannot continue
4. No problem, continue
5. Turn the computer around to the respondent and let him/her answer
6. Return to the previous question
7. Terminate interview, save data already collected
8. Terminated, reason unknown
[If 1,3,7, skip to DC02_392. If 2, skip to R_id_414]

ITEMS Total number of items the respondent was asked during the interview.
(legitimate skips do not count.) (calculated by researchers)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>UAGREE</strong></td>
<td>R agreed to provide urine sample.</td>
<td>0. Disagree 1. Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UGONRR</strong></td>
<td>Urine test on gonorrhea.</td>
<td>0. Negative 1. Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UCHLAMY</strong></td>
<td>Urine test on chlamydia.</td>
<td>0. Negative 1. Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UTRICH</strong></td>
<td>Urine test on trichomonas.</td>
<td>0. Negative 1. Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>URESULT</strong></td>
<td>Urine test results (positive in gonorrhea, chlamydia or trichomonas).</td>
<td>0. Negative 1. Positive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Constructed Variables

These variables were derived from original interview questions by researchers. The file name in square brackets is the name of the STATA program used to construct the variable. The STATA programs are in a separate file.

**URBAN**
- Urban locale (site) with farmers less than 15%
  - 0. Rural
  - 1. Urban

**INCRM**
- Respondent’s personal monthly income. Missing values were imputed using annual income, income category, or regression.
  - [Rounded to 10ths for income<100; rounded to 100ths for income between 100 and 999; rounded 1000ths for income between 1,000 and 9,999; topcoded to 10,000 for income>=10,000] [income.do]

**INCAM**
- Partner A’s (current spouse / partner) personal monthly income.
  - Missing values were imputed using annual income, income category, or regression.
  - [Rounded to 10ths for income<100; rounded to 100ths for income between 100 and 999; rounded 1000ths for income between 1,000 and 9,999; topcoded to 10,000 for income>=10,000] [income.do]

**PREMARIT**
- Premarital sex
  - 0. No
  - 1. Yes, then married
  - 2. Yes, in process
  - 3. Yes, did not marry
  - 4. Short-term
  - 5. Commercial sex

**EXMARI**
- Extramarital sex
  - 0. No extramarital sex
  - 1. Had extramarital sex

**PAIDSEX**
- Respondent paid (gifts) for sex. Based on xj04, b02, c01/02.
  - [paidsex.do]
  - 0. No
  - 1. Yes

**SEXFORY**
- Respondent had sex for pay/gifts. Based on xj09, c01/02.
  - [paidsex.do]
  - 0. No
  - 1. Yes

**SEXNOW**
- Respondent had sex in past year. Based on ax01, b25, c11, d07, hy07, kn02. [sexnow.do]
  - 0. No
  - 1. Yes

**MASTAGE**
- Respondent’s age of first masturbation. Based on zw01a, zw02a, zw03. [masturb.do]
  - 0. Never had masturbation

**MASTURB**
- How often respondent masturbated in past year. Based on zw03a, zw01, zw02. [masturb.do]
  - 1. Never
  - 2. A few times per year
  - 3. A few times per month
  - 4. A few times per week
  - 5. One or more times per day